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Executive Summary 

Last week, due to all positive developments in price and market breadth we shifted our focus to the bullish count: 

Primary V underway. And this was the correct call as the general indices (INDU, COMPQ, S&P500) added about 

another 1%. Over the past two weeks, since the October 2 close at SPX 1951 we’ve been anticipating a major 1 top 

in the DOW 17,200 region and SPX 2040-2060 price zone, based upon wave analysis, S/R zones, SMAs etc. So far 

price has reached 2033. Almost BINGO  

We continue to strive towards factual, objective, analyses with a flexible and open-mind to provide us the weight of 

the evidence needed to assess the markets most likely next move. While during the first half of the year our buy/sell 

indicators were not working as optimal as they should due to the market’s sideways nature (no indicator works well 

under such circumstance), we have been patiently waiting for the moment they would work again; which arrived 

early las week.  We’ve gotten the setups we were looking for months for: + div on NYMO and NYSI, and even a ZBT 

as well as several other TI based buy-signals. As such we hope you receive the value and quality you expect. 

Price levels to watch next week: 

 <SPX 2020: Major 1 most likely topped at SPX 2033 

 <SPX 1991: Major 1 topped at SPX 2033 

 >SPX 2033: Major 1 of Primary V continues with preferred target zone of SPX 2040-2060 

 Trade to SPX 2010 and then >SPX 2033, without going below SPX 1991, means major 1 topped at SPX 2020, 

major 2 bottomed at SPX 1991 and major 3 is underway 

 

We hate to say “told you so”, but as you know we’ve advised for weeks for bears to 

be extremely cautious and for bulls to buy if not already done so. With the markets 

now almost 10% above their late September lows there’s no more proof needed 

than that to say we were right. 

 

Since we are now long term (months) bullish on the market we advise that 

pullbacks, small and larger should be bought. Bears should have covered their 

shorts a long time ago. Bulls should have ideally bought when our buy signals 

triggered late September and depending on trading/investing time frame either 

hold or be in the process of selling at target levels to lock in profits and rebuy dips.  
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Elliot wave update 

For the past two weeks we’ve been succesfully tracking the bullish count as our preferred count. The market added 

a subdividing (green) minor 5 wave for (red) intermediate iii, which can never be foretold and as such this already 

shows one of the limitations of elliot wave (no method is perfect, btw). But, by using other TA and TI techniques we 

can better anticpate the market’s direction. Nevertheless last week we said: “So far we can count 4 waves up as 

having completed with the 5th wave underway. A v=i relationship targets DOW $17,200 and SPX $2040-2060.” Can 

we say it again!? B I N G O.  We hope to be able to say this many, many times in the future! 

Looking at the hourly chart below we can clearly observe 5 waves up from the (red) intermediate iv low. This suggests 

major 1 is about to complete unless minor 5 once again wants to subdivide, but that would in fact shift our focus to 

the alternate count (see next page). The major 1, 2 count is our preferred count (60%) 

Figure 1. DOW hourly chart: intermediate v of major 1 underway/almost complete!?  

 

IF this is the correct count, then major 2 should retrace anywhere between DOW $16900-$16450, with an ideal 

target of $16,750-$16,650. For the SPX this would translate to $1995-$1935 with an ideal target of $1955-$1945.  

We write “IF” because the market could already be in major 3 (see next page). This count was postulated on 

Thursday. This is also why we advised you to “buy or should already have bought”, because we can’t be 100% sure 

about the waves. Never. See the next page for our alternate and even more bullish count!  

We don’t sport a bearish count as there is none, (as already discussed in last week’s update).  
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That said, the very bullish count, as if the prior major 1, 2 of Primary V is not bullish enough, has the market already 

in major 3 and about to complete intermediate i of major 3. Price should in this case drop to above SPX 2010 for 

intermediate ii before intermediate iii takes hold and like carry the market to new ATHs. A break below SPX 1991 

will invalidate this count and shift our focus fully to the preferred count. For now the alternate count is set at 40%. 

IF the SPX bottoms at 2010 and then takes out (red) intermediate i (currently at SPX 2033) we will, however, shift 

our focus fully to the alternate count. 

Figure 2. SPX hourly chart: intermediate i of major 3 almost complete!? 
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SPX update 

First, our target of SPX 2033 based on a break out above SPX 1953 using a length of around 80P (green arrows), 

identified 2 weeks ago has been met. Another big fat BINGO!! That was easy! Second, since price broke out of the 

1980-2020 S/R zone, and found support there on Friday (SPX 2020 was the intra-day low), we can expect it to target 

the next S/R zone, and our preferred price target for Major 1 (IF that’s the correct count): SPX 2040-2060. This is also 

where the upper line of the orange ascending trend channel resides. 

Figure 3. SPX daily chart: resistance (1980-2020) now support. 2033 target reached. Next target zone: 2040-2060. 

 

If this is indeed all of major 1, price should find support at any of the (dotted) horizontal price levels, which are 

perfectly in line with the price target zone (based on Fibonacci retracement levels) presented on page 2. 
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The daily TI chart has all the TIs we continuously track pointing up, and all TIs (BB, A.I., MACD, FSTO) are on buy-

signals. That’s bullish, as we can’t observe a single sell signal. This of course can change on Monday, but we can only 

work with the hard observable evidence the market provides us. Until then: up and buy it is. We continue to prefer 

the 100, 150 and 200d SMAs (2041, 2060, 2060; respectively) as the next logical targets: red circle. These levels are 

in line with the S/R zones shown in Figure 3 and the price targets based on Elliot wave shown in figure 1.  

Figure 4. SPX daily TI chart: ALL TIs continue to point up. A.I., MACD, FSTO, BB all on buy-signals since 9/30! 

 

However, please note that the BBs continue to expand, as first shown in Thursday’s update, and as such we can’t 

expect much of a correction –if any at all- until these bands at least and first start to contract. Hence, the SPX 2040-

2060 zone may proof to be conservative. If so, then the daily R2 level at SPX 2086 is our next target above that zone. 
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Last week’s A.I. buy signal on the weekly (all 3 lines of the A.I. buy/sell indicator moved up) was correct, and price is 

now right at the 20w SMA (as already forecasted 2 weeks ago!). In fact, price is now only about $1 away from 

confirming an uptrend (the DOW has already been in an uptrend since last week; see figure 6). Hence, the next 

logical target is the 50w SMA now at SPX 2060; right in line with all the prior identified target zones. ALL TIs are 

pointing up, wanting indeed to see higher price in the days/weeks ahead. Also here; the 50w SMA used to be support 

and a logical retest is very normal. See also next page. Our Primary V targets identified last week remain: the R1 and 

R2 levels at SPX 2188 and 2318 are logical major 3 and major 5 (all of V) targets; respectively. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart: price reached first target (20w SMA), now gunning for the 50w SMA? 

 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Here we can observe that the DOW has already been for two weeks in an uptrend (weekly SAR flipped below price 

last week). This is a good sign as “the general is now leading the troops.” In addition, we wanted to point out each 

time the weekly indicators got oversold (e.g. the green circles for the RSI5), those were great buying opportunities. 

With the 6th one just behind us, the weight of the evidence tells us it will be more profitable than it already was. 

Please also take note of the yellow circles for the MACD as we had lower readings now than in 2011. Last but not 

least, we can see than in November 2011, price climbed above the 50w SMA, fell through and then regained it again 

(orange box). Hence, could we expect the same now? Note that all TIs are pointing up, wanting to see higher prices, 

and as such we –have to- continue to expect higher prices in the days and weeks ahead. 

Figure 6. DOW weekly TI chart: over the past 5 years buying when indicators were oversold was always profitable! 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Market breadth  

The negative divergence we’ve been looking for on the NYMO is starting to creep in. Is that an immediate sell signal? 

No, the October 2014 rally shows that it can persist. NYMO actually needs to turn negative before we really need to 

get concerned about the bull case. With the current high 50s readings bulls are stomping forward. Period. Once 

these numbers change we can and will take defensive action (for those who like to hold longer term then intra-day 

or a few days). With the high NYMO readings, NYSI continues its strong move up and shows not a sign of topping, 

no sell-signal (drop below its 34d EMA) at all, and just entered overbought territory. But in this bull market since 

2009 we can observe NYSI can remain overbought for many days -NYMO remains positive- and thus price can and 

will continue to climb. Once NYMO turns negative, NYSI will drop; an additional signal for us to become defensive. 

Figure 7. NYMO: negative divergence starting to creep in? NYSI: continues to race up as expected, still in buy! 
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Conclusion 

For almost 2 months we’ve been tracking Primary IV mostly correctly, as well as Primary V we’re currently in. All 

price targets and price zones have been hit and traded accordingly. We continue to prefer the “major 1 is currently 

underway and targeting SPX 2040-2060” count vs. the “major 3 is currently underway” count by a 60/40 margin. The 

market now needs to break key levels (SPX 2010, 1991) to solidify the preferred count. IF it fails to do so in the 

upcoming trading sessions then we have to switch to the alternate count as our preferred count. 

For now, all systems are on buy, from daily to weekly and there is not a single observable sell signal. As such the 

charts tell us to continue to look up until the charts tell us differently. That’s all there is to it for now! 

 

 

Since we are now long term (months) bullish on the market we advise that 

pullbacks, small and larger should be bought. Bears should have covered their 

shorts a long time ago. Bulls should have ideally bought when our buy signals 

triggered late September and depending on trading/investing time frame either 

hold or be in the process of selling at target levels to lock in profits and rebuy dips. 
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